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ABSTRACT This paper aims to create neutral reference models from synthetic speech to contrast the
emotional content of a speech signal. Modeling emotional behaviors is a challenging task due to the
variability in perceiving and describing emotions. Previous studies have indicated that relative assessments
are more reliable than absolute assessments. These studies suggest that having a reference signal with
known emotional content (e.g., neutral emotion) to compare a target sentence may produce more reliable
metrics to identify emotional segments. Ideally, we would like to have an emotionally neutral sentence with
the same lexical content as the target sentence where their contents are timely aligned. In this fictitious
scenario, we would be able to identify localized emotional cues by contrasting frame-by-frame the acoustic
features of the target and reference sentences. This paper explores the idea of building these reference
sentences leveraging the advances in speech synthesis. This paper builds a synthetic speech signal that
conveys the same lexical information and is timely aligned with the target sentence in the database. Since
it is expected that a single synthetic speech will not capture the full range of variability observed in neutral
speech, we build multiple synthetic sentences using various voices and text-to-speech approaches. This paper
analyzes whether the synthesized signals provide valid template references to describe neutral speech using
feature analysis and perceptual evaluation. Finally, we demonstrate how this framework can be used in
emotion recognition, achieving improvements over classifiers trained with the state-of-the-art features in
detecting low versus high levels of arousal and valence.
INDEX TERMS Emotional speech analysis, emotional speech recognition, synthesis of speech, feature
normalization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Emotion plays an important role in interpersonal human
interaction [1]. Human-machine interfaces (HMIs) will benefit from incorporating emotional capabilities to recognize
the affective states of users. Studying and understanding
the emotional modulation conveyed on expressive speech is
an important step toward designing robust machine learning frameworks that exploit the underlying production of
emotional speech. Emotional speech presents localized cues
that a robust system should consider [2]–[5]. This paper
proposes a novel method based on reference models built
with synthetic speech to quantify deviations from neutral
speech.
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Kathiravan Srinivasan.
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Quantifying emotional cues conveyed in speech is a challenging problem, not only for machines [6]–[8] but also for
human [9]. The challenges arise due to differences in emotion
perception and ambiguous descriptors to properly represent
the emotional behaviors [10], [11]. While assigning absolute emotional attributes commonly leads to disagreements,
we are more reliable in comparing the emotional content
between stimuli (e.g., sentence one is happier than sentence two) [12], [13]. These observations have motivated the
development of preference learning in affective computing,
where the task is to rank emotions according to predefined
scales [14]–[19]. An interesting alternative, motivated by
these studies, is to have a reference sentence with a known
emotional profile that is used to contrast the target sentence.
If the reference sentence is emotionally neutral, in particular, the comparison can serve as an effective framework to
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quantify deviations from neutral patterns regardless of the
actual emotion conveyed on the target sentence.
The ideal scenario for this framework is when the reference
sentence conveys exactly the same lexical information as the
target sentence, and their contents are timely synchronized.
In this fictitious scenario, we can directly compare frameby-frame the acoustic properties of both signals, highlighting emotionally salient segments that deviate from neutral
speech. Can advances in text-to-speech (TTS) systems provide a systematic framework to build these neural reference
sentences? Our preliminary analysis showed the feasibility
of this idea [20]. This study further explores this question,
proposing a novel approach to build a robust emotion recognition system that exploits the underlying nonuniform externalization process of expressive behaviors. We build a synthetic
speech signal that conveys the same lexical information and
is timely aligned with the target sentence in the database. The
approach consists of using the spoken message conveyed in
the sentence to synthesize a reference signal. The phonetic
transcriptions of the synthesized signal and the target sentence are then aligned, generating a reference temporarily
aligned with the original sentence. Since it is expected that
a single synthetic speech will not capture the full range of
variability observed in neutral speech, we produce different
neutral synthetic realizations using various voices and TTS
models (e.g., family of synthesized signals).
We explore the hypothesis that synthesized speech provides a valid template reference to describe the acoustic
properties of neutral speech. The proposed approach consists
of comparing the property of neutral, synthetic and emotional speech with feature analysis and perceptual evaluations. We use a database recorded to build automatic speech
recognition (ASR) systems to represent the intrinsic variability observed on neutral speech. We consider the synthesized signal both before and after the temporal alignment
to understand the distortions introduced by the alignment
process. The analysis identifies the features from synthesized speech that better represent the acoustic properties of
neutral speech. Likewise, we conduct perceptual evaluations
to assess the emotional percepts of neutral, synthetic and
emotional speech. The emotional subjective evaluations are
compared between speech groups (neutral, synthetic and
emotional speech). The subjective evaluation indicates that
the synthetic speech and time-aligned synthetic speech are
mainly perceived as neutral, confirming the assumption that
these signals can be used as neutral references.
After creating the synthetic reference signals and validating their potential to represent neutral speech, we demonstrate
one potential use in the area of speech emotion recognition.
The synthesized speech references are used to contrast the
localized emotional content of a target sentence by using a
lexical normalization approach. The method is a modified
version of the whitening transformation introduced in Mariooryad and Busso [21], where the synthetic reference signals
are used to attenuate the lexical information on the original speech. By reducing the uncertainty introduced by the
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lexical content, we expect to increase the relevance between
the normalized acoustic features and emotion. The classification evaluation shows improvements when we include
features extracted from the normalized speech, demonstrating
the merits of using synthesized speech references in speech
emotion recognition.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
summarizes important contributions from previous studies
in the context of the proposed framework and the databases
used for the analysis. Section III describes our approach to
generate synthetic reference sentences and how they are used
to contrast the emotional content of a sentence. Section IV
validates the use of synthetic speech to represent neutral
speech with acoustic analysis and perceptual evaluations.
Section V presents the experimental results of emotion classification demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed
framework. Section VII concludes the paper with discussion,
future directions and final remarks.
II. BACKGROUND AND RESOURCES
A. RELATED WORK

Acoustic features have been largely used for emotion recognition [22]–[24]. The most common approach is to derive
global statistics at the sentence level from prosodic and
spectral features [25]. Some studies have proposed to recognize emotions using smaller units such as words or chunks,
to capture emotional variability within a sentence [26].
Cowie et al. [27] stated that emotions either gradually or sharply shift over time. They even designed an
annotation software, FEELTRACE, to continuously track the
emotional variations within a sentence (see Sec. II-B for
details about this toolkit). One important factor is that there
are salient words that conveys more intense emotions [24].
In fact, Whissel [28] proposed the dictionary of affect to
measure the emotional content of the words. Common words
were labeled using the dimensions pleasantness, activation
and imagery. Another factor is the presence of localized
trends for specific emotions. For example, the pitch slope
tends to increase at the end of happy sentences [29].
The nonuniform emotional modulation is also observed
at the phoneme level. We have studied the phoneme level
patterns for angry, happy, sad and neutral sentences [4].
The vowel triangle was estimated, which describes the first
and second formant frequencies for the vowels /iy/, /uw/ and
/aa/. The study showed that low vowels (e.g., /aa/), with less
restricted tongue position present stronger emotional modulation than high vowels (e.g., /iy/). Similar observations were
reported by Goudbeek et al. [30]. Likewise, we found clear
emotional differences in the spectral properties observed
across broad phonetic classes (e.g., frontal vowel, fricatives,
diphthong and nasal sound, etc.) [5]. We observed higher
emotional modulation during frontal vowels than during nasal
phonemes. This result is explained by the limited flexibility
in the speech production system to generate nasal sounds.
Altogether, these results suggest that articulatory constrains
limit the degree of freedom to convey emotions. Therefore, it
VOLUME 7, 2019
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is expected that some segments will present stronger emotional modulation. As an aside, we have observed that facial
expressions have higher emotional modulation during the
temporal segments in which the acoustic features are physically constrained [31]. This result indicates that emotions are
also modulated across modalities.
Instead of creating models for individual phoneme classes,
some studies have attempted to attenuate the lexical variability with feature normalization. Mariooryad and Busso [21]
proposed a feature normalization technique based on the
whitening transformation to accomplish this goal. For a given
acoustic feature (e.g., F0 contour), their method builds a
trajectory model for each phoneme, which is represented as
a N dimensional vector by interpolating and resampling the
original shape of the feature. The trajectory model is used to
perform a whitening transformation where their parameters
are applied per phoneme. The study showed a 4.1% classification performance improvement by reducing the variability associated with the lexical content. A limitation of this
approach is the discontinuities in the normalized features due
to the separate transformation applied to each phoneme. This
study aims to build reference models for the entire sentence to
attenuate the lexical variability, avoiding the discontinuities
between phonemes.
The primary contribution of this paper is to introduce the
use of synthetic speech as a reference of neutral speech to
build a model to contrast the emotional content of a target sentence. This is not the first time that synthetic speech has been
used in emotion recognition. Schuller and Burkhardt [32]
proposed to use emotional synthetic speech to address the
problem of data sparseness in emotion recognition. Their
group extended that work, showing the benefit of training and adapting acoustic models using synthesized speech
along with human speech, especially for cross-corpus applications [33]. These studies are radically different from our
work, since they used emotional TTS to increase the training
database. Instead, our goals in using TTS are to:
• Create neutral synthetic reference signals that convey the
same lexical information and are timely aligned with a target
sentence
• Evaluate the hypothesis that synthesized speech provides a
valid template reference to describe neutral speech
• Contrast the localized emotional content of a target sentence with the reference synthetic speech, improving classification performance
The proposed approach is very novel with important implications in affective computing beyond speech emotion recognition. The use of synthetic speech to contrast emotional
cues is an elegant formulation for the analysis of emotions.
Current approaches often deal with machine learning algorithms where the only criterion is classification performance.
Very often, these models cannot be used to interpret the
predictions. With the proposed approach, we create a family
of synthetic speech signals, which is used as a reference to
contrast expressive speech. We can directly evaluate the deviations at the segmental level between the expected acoustic
VOLUME 7, 2019

features (synthetic speech), with the acoustic features of the
target speech. This formulation can provide a better understanding of the externalization of emotion in speech.
B. DATABASES

The study relies on two databases. The first corpus is the
SEMAINE database [34]. This corpus contains annotated
multimodal recordings of emotionally colored conversations
between two parties, a user which is always a human, and
an operator. The operator, which can be a virtual agent or a
human, takes four personalities to induce emotional reactions on the user: Poppy who is happy, Spike who is angry,
Prudence who is reasonable and Obadiah who is gloomy.
This study only uses the Solid SAL subset, where the operators are humans portraying the given personalities. This set
includes 95 sessions collected from 20 subjects, where each
session is approximately five minute long. In total, we use
2,773 speaking turns.
The sessions are emotionally annotated using the FEELTRACE toolkit [27] by multiple evaluators. FEELTRACE
records continuous traces describing the values of a given
emotional attribute across time. The evaluator watches a
video, judges the emotional content, and annotates his/her
instantaneous reactions by moving the mouse’s cursor over
an appropriate area in the interface. The axes in the display
represent the target attributes that evaluators are asked to
annotate. To compensate for the reaction lag of the evaluators
in annotating the emotional content (i.e., the delay of the
evaluators in reacting to the emotional content in the sentence), we rely on the methodology proposed by Mariooryad
and Busso [35], [36]. While the database provides annotations for several emotional attributes, this study only uses
valence (negative versus positive) and arousal (calm versus
active). The study considers segment-based analysis, where
we estimate the average of the emotional traces for each
speaking turn (i.e., average across the evaluators, and across
the duration of the turn).
Unlike the SEMAINE database, the second corpus only
contains emotionally neutral sentences serving as our neutral
(i.e., non-emotional) reference database. We use this corpus
to compare the naturalness of synthesized speech in our
analysis (see Sec. IV). We rely on the Wall Street Journalbased Continuous Speech recognition Corpus Phase II
database [37], which we refer to as WSJ. While the corpus
has also read speech, we only uses the spontaneous set which
comprises 8,104 sentences, uttered by 50 different journalists.
C. FEATURE EXTRACTION

The proposed framework consists of contrasting acoustic
features of synthetic reference signals and the target sentence. We can implement this framework with different
acoustic features (e.g., prosodic, spectral, voice quality).
For this purpose, we use the exhaustive feature set defined
for the INTERSPEECH 2013 computational paralinguistics
challenge (ComParE) [38], extracted with the OpenSMILE
toolkit [39]. This feature set is defined by estimating low level
3
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TABLE 1. The set of frame-level acoustic features in the ComParE feature
set [38], referred to as low level descriptors (LLDs).

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

This paper explores the use of neutral reference models to
contrast emotional speech. Instead of collecting sentence
level statistics, as in Busso et al. [22], this study aims to
build lexicon-dependent models to compare frame-by-frame
acoustic properties of the target speech. This approach aims to
uncover local emotion information conveyed in speech. In the
ideal case, we would like to contrast an expressive speech
with a timely aligned neutral reference signal conveying the
same lexical information. Of course, this restrictive approach
is not feasible in real applications, since the ideal reference
signal is not available. However, advances in speech synthesis
provide an opportunity to construct this reference signal that
can be directly used to compare the target sentence. This is
the precise goal of this paper.

TABLE 2. The set of sentence-level functionals in the ComParE feature
set [38], extracted from the LLDs (see Table 1).

FIGURE 1. Overview of the proposed framework to generate a synthetic
neutral reference that is timely aligned with the original
speech. Section III explains the building blocks.

descriptors (LLDs), which are acoustic features extracted
for each frame, such as F0 contour, Mel-frequency cepstral
coefficients (MFCCs), zero crossing rate and RMS energy.
Table 1 lists these LLDs. For each LLD, the toolkit extracts
functionals at the sentence level such as mean, maximum and
range, creating a 6,373 dimensional feature vector, referred
to as high level descriptors (HLDs). Table 2 lists the HLDs
derived from LLDs. Schuller et al. [38] describe this feature
set in detail, which we refer to as the ComParE set.

4

Figure 1 depicts the overview of the proposed approach,
which we briefly summarize before describing the building
blocks in detail. It consists of building a reference synthetic
speech, which is used to contrast frame-by-frame the target
speech (Sec. III-A). This framework is general and can be
employed to contrast different acoustic features. As shown
in Figure 1, the system takes an input speech from the
database with its transcription and word level alignment. The
transcription is used to synthesize a speech signal conveying
the same lexical information. Multiple variations of the synthesized speech are generated by employing different speech
synthesis approaches and also different voices. Having multiple neutral instances of a sentence helps us to suppress
the aspects of speech that are not related to the emotional
content of speech. It also makes it possible to evaluate the
effect of synthesized speech quality on the overall emotion
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detection performance. Although the generated synthetic
speech conveys the same lexical information as the input
speech, they are not temporally aligned. Therefore, the synthetic speech is timely aligned to the original natural samples
using word boundaries and dynamic time warping (DTW).
A. CREATING SYNTHETIC SIGNALS

As shown in Figure 1, the system takes a target speech with its
transcription, in addition to its word alignment. The transcription is used to synthesize a speech signal conveying the same
lexical information. This step is implemented with Festival,
which is a general multi-lingual speech synthesis system [40].
Instead of building a single synthesized signal for a given
target sentence, as in Lotfian and Busso [20], we extract
ten realizations by using various TTS methods and different
voices. Our goal is to create different versions that better capture the variability found in neutral speech. In particular, this
study uses four different TTS methods: HMM-based speech
synthesis (HTS), statistical parametric synthesizer using trajectory modeling (CLUSTERGEN), diphone synthesis, and
cluster unit selection. We have one voice for HTS, two voices
for CLUSTERGEN, two voices for diphone synthesis, and
five voices for cluster unit selection.
Notice that the TTS systems are trained with extensive
speech samples which are typically emotionally neutral with
very few, if any, expressive content. Therefore, we assume
that the models are built to generate emotionally neutral
speech, and it is expected that the generated synthetic signals
provide a good representation of neutral speech (Sec. IV
validates this assumption).
B. TIME ALIGNMENT PROCESS

The main idea of the proposed approach is to compare frameby-frame low level descriptors derived from the target and
synthetic speech signals. The synthesized signals have the
same lexical content as the target sentence but they are not
timely aligned. Therefore, it is important to estimate the time
alignment between both signals. First, the word boundaries
of the target and synthetic signals are used to align each
of the synthesized signals, keeping the word boundaries of
the original speech. The timing of the word boundaries of
the target speech is estimated with forced alignment using the
transcriptions. The word boundaries of the synthetic signals
are provided by the TTS systems. This initial alignment is
conducted at the word level, instead of at the phoneme level,
since the phoneme set of our acoustic models for forced alignment and the phoneme set used by the four TTS systems are
different and a direct mapping cannot be easily established.
Furthermore, their dictionaries are also different.
Even after setting the starting time of each word, the alignment is not complete due to word duration differences. Therefore, we rely on DTW to align segments within each word.
The allowable region of the dynamic path is set within the
range of [1/3,3] [41]. We use the MFCCs as features for
DTW, which are estimated for the synthetic signals and the
target speech. By combining the word level segmentation
VOLUME 7, 2019

and DTW alignment, we build the warping path over each
speaking turn.
We use the warping path over each speaking turn to align
the synthetic signals. Our approach consists of aligning the
speech signals before extracting the features. We use the
alignment path as the input of the function overlap-add
method [42] implemented in Praat [43], which temporally
expands or squeezes the synthetic signals.
Notice that duration is an important prosodic feature to
signal emotion (see for example the work of Abdelwahab and Busso [44]). The alignment process will ignore
the differences in duration between neutral and emotional
speech. To capture this aspect, we estimate the ratio between
the speech rate of synthetic and natural speech using the
warping path. The relative speech rate is then converted to
a logarithmic scale and the resulting curve is smoothed with
a 500ms Hamming low pass filter. The relative speech rate is
later used as a supplementary LLD for emotion classification.
Figure 2 shows an example of a relative speech rate contour.

FIGURE 2. Smoothed speech rate curve for one utterance. The curve gives
the localized ratio between the frame durations of the synthetic and
target speech signals, expressed in logarithmic scale.

IV. ANALYSIS

This section studies the assumption that synthetic speech is
a good representation for neutral speech by: a) analyzing the
acoustic features from synthetic signals before and after the
alignment process (Sec. IV-A), and b) conducting perceptual
evaluations to assess emotional content of the synthesized
speech (Sec. IV-B). We use the HLDs from the ComParE set.
A. FEATURE ANALYSIS OF SYNTHESIZED SPEECH

The proposed approach compares acoustic features extracted
from the target speech and synthesized signals. Ideally,
the selected features should meet the following conditions:
1) Synthetic speech features should be closer to features
extracted from neutral natural speech than features
extracted from emotional natural speech.
2) The features from the synthetic speech should be robust
to the alignment procedure (Sec. III-A).
3) The features from the synthetic speech should maximize
the discrimination between neutral (synthetic speech)
and emotional (target signal) speech.
5
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FIGURE 3. Analysis of criterion one (r1 ) to assess if the features from the synthesized speech references provide a good representation of natural
speech. The figure considers features when r1 < 1.1 (see Eq. 3). (a) Proportion of features that satisfy criterion per TTS method, (b) proportion of
features that satisfy criterion per feature group, and (c) distribution per feature group of features that satisfy the condition.

We analyze the candidate features in terms of these three
conditions. Instead of comparing only first or second order
statistics of the features, we compare their distributions.
For this purpose, we rely on the symmetric version of the
Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) or J -divergence [45].
Given two discrete distributions, p(i) and q(i), the
J -divergence is defined as:
J (q, p) =

D(q||p) + D(p||q)
2

(1)

where
D(q||p) =

X
i

q(i) log

q(i)
p(i)

(2)

is the conventional KLD. Since the acoustic features have
continuous values, a nonparametric algorithm is used to estimate a discrete distribution for each feature. Nonlinear bins
are defined using the K-means clustering algorithm [46], and
the values are assigned to the nearest bin center. The bins are
not estimated with the SEMAINE database, since emotional
differences may bias the location of the bins. Instead, this
study uses WSJ corpus, which has neutral sentences. The relatively large size of this corpus provides a robust estimation of
the bins. For the analysis, we empirically select 10 bins. There
are three different sets: sentences from the SEMAINE corpus,
sentences from the WSJ corpus, and synthetic sentences. The
three sets consist of multiple speakers, which attenuates the
effect of speaker variability. We expect that the variability
is mainly due to the TTS process. Using the J -divergence
measure, we study the feature from these sets in terms of the
three conditions.
Condition 1: The first condition ensures that features
extracted from synthetic speech are not dramatically different from the ones extracted from natural speech (i.e., TTS
effectively preserves this feature). The synthetic speech can
have artifacts and inconsistencies. Some of these variations
has been employed to address the vulnerability of speaker
verification systems to synthetic speech, where differences
6

have been observed in prosodic features [47] and phase spectrum [48] (e.g., relative phase shift of different harmonics of
voiced speech segments can been utilized to detect synthetic
speech due to the loss of phase information during voice
conversion [49]). We want to identify features from synthetic
signals that are sensitive to these artifacts. This analysis uses
sentences from the WSJ corpus as a reference set. We evaluate
how natural feature i is using Equation 3:
J (synthetici , WSJ i )
< 1.1
(3)
r1 =
J (SEMAINE i , WSJ i )
where synthetici , SEMAINE i and WSJ i are the distributions
of the ith feature from the synthetic, SEMAINE and WSJ
datasets, respectively. The numerator compares the differences in the distributions of the feature i extracted from the
synthetic speech and natural sentences from the WSJ corpus.
The denominator compares the differences in the distributions of the features extracted from the SEMAINE and WSJ
corpora. This number provides a reference of the expected
variation in the feature distributions across natural sentences.
The ratio for a ‘‘good’’ feature will be less than one, indicating that J (synthetici , WSJi ) ≤ J (SEMAINE i , WSJ i ) (the
divergence in feature distribution between synthesized signal
and the neutral corpus is less than or equal to the divergence in
the feature distribution between natural corpora). Arbitrarily,
the features in which the divergence between synthetic and
WSJ sentences is 10% higher than the divergence between the
SEMAINE and WSJ sentences are considered as unnatural
features (see right size of Eq. 3).
Figure 3(a) shows the percentile of features that meet
condition one for different speech synthesis approaches. The
TTS systems based on cluster generation (74.2%) and cluster unit selection (76.9%) produce synthesized speech with
acoustic properties that do not deviate dramatically from
natural speech. Overall, over 71.8% of the features satisfy
this condition. To understand the acoustic properties that are
less affected by the TTS process, we group the features into
energy, F0 (fundamental frequency), voice quality, spectral,
VOLUME 7, 2019
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MFCCs and RASTA features, following the categorization
used in Busso and Rahman [50] (while MFCCs and RASTA
are spectral features, we decided to keep them in different
groups). Figure 3(b) shows the percentile of features per class
that meet condition one. Over 80% of the features belonging
to the F0, MFCCs, and energy classes meet the criterion.
Voice quality features are the acoustic properties that are more
affected by the TTS process, where only 49% of the features
meet the criterion. Figure 3(c) depicts the contribution of each
feature class over the set of selected features across all TTS
approaches.
Condition 2: The second condition implies that features
extracted from the synthetic speech before and after the alignment should remain similar (i.e., alignment process introduced in Section III-A does not affect the feature). We define
a second ratio r2 , where we estimate the J -divergence
between features extracted from the WSJ corpus and features from the synthetic speech before (synthetici ) and after
(aligned i ) the alignment procedure. This condition is illustrated in Equation 4. If a feature is not affected by the
alignment process, its distribution after the alignment should
remain similar to the distribution extracted before the alignment, and the ratio r2 should be around 1.
J (synthetici , WSJ i )
(4)
r2 =
J (aligned i , WSJ i )

should be as small as possible. For an emotional sentence,
in contrast, the distribution of the feature i (emotioni ) should
differ from the distribution of the feature derived from the
aligned synthetic speech, aligned i . Therefore, the value of
J (aligned i , emotioni ) should be as large as possible. Considering these observations, we define the following ratio:
r3 =

J (aligned i , emotioni )
.
J (aligned i , neutral i )

(5)

High values of r3 will indicate that the feature i is emotionally discriminative. Notice that this ratio is a better indicator
than the absolute value of J (aligned i , emotioni ), which may
be sensitive to the mismatch between the original and synthetic signals.

We consider that a feature is not affected by the alignment
process if 0.9 < |r2 | < 1.1. Figure 4 shows the proportion
of the individual features per feature group that satisfies this
condition. The figure shows that voice quality and spectral features are more vulnerable to the alignment process.
In contrast, most of the features from F0 and energy groups
(i.e., prosody features) satisfies this condition. Overall,
the distortion caused by time-scaling the signal only affects
8.6% of the features.

FIGURE 4. The J-divergence between the aligned synthesized speech and
the synthesized speech for different feature classes. The figure lists the
proportion of features per feature group where r2 is between 0.9 and 1.1
(see Eq. 4).

Condition 3: The third condition implies that the selected
features should discriminate between neutral and emotional
speech. For a neutral sentence in the corpus, the ideal feature
i (neutral i ) should have a distribution similar to the one
estimated from the aligned synthetic speech, aligned i (neutral reference). Therefore, the value of J (aligned i , neutral i )
VOLUME 7, 2019

FIGURE 5. The median emotional discrimination ratio using r3 (see Eq. 5).
The figure shows the results in terms of feature groups and TTS methods.
(a) Median r3 for each feature group. (b) Median r3 for different TTS
methods.

Figure 5 compares the r3 ratio obtained for the acoustic
features. Figure 5(a) compares the median r3 ratios for the
feature groups. Energy and F0 features provide the highest
discrimination ratios. Variations in energy and F0 are associated with changes in arousal level. Figure 5(b) shows the
median ratio r3 for different speech synthesis methods. Cluster unit selection and cluster generation provide the highest
discrimination ratios. Figure 6 provides the value of r3 for
7
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FIGURE 6. Top 20 features with the highest discrimination ratio r3 using
Equation 5. The names of the corresponding features are listed in Table 3.

TABLE 3. Ordered list of the Top 20 features with the highest
discrimination ratio r3 shown in Figure 3). 1 denotes the first derivative
of the LLDs.

emotional content of the synthetic sentences for these eight
sessions before and after the alignment.
Each annotator listens to ten sessions. Each evaluator is
required to annotate two natural sessions, and eight sessions
with synthetic speech (four sessions before the alignment
and four sessions after the alignment). We only replace the
user’s turns for session with synthetic speech. In total, ten
listeners participated in this experiment, where 2.5 evaluators
annotated natural sessions, and five evaluators annotated the
synthetic sessions. The evaluations are designed similar to the
subjective evaluations of the SEMAINE database. The annotators are asked to listen to the full session, recording their
emotional perception. The evaluations are conducted with the
G-trace tool [51], using a joystick. The annotators separately
evaluate arousal and valence scores. By default, the position
of the joystick tends to return to the center, which is associated
with neutral content. This approach reduces the ‘‘inertia’’ of
staying on an emotional region after the stimulus has passed.
The evaluators can hear both the operator (natural speech) and
the user (natural speech, synthetic speech, or synthetic speech
after the alignment). The natural sessions are used to calibrate the mean and standard deviation across the evaluations.
These parameters are used to normalize the emotional traces
of the dialogs with synthetic speech, compensating for the
bias across evaluators. We calculate the average rating across
evaluators over the user turns for each condition, discarding
the operator turns.

the 20 features with the highest ratio. Table 3 lists the corresponding features including the LLDs and the functionals.
Most features in the top of the list correspond to spectral
features. The features include five functionals extracted from
MFCCs. The list also includes zero crossing rate (feature #16)
and RMS energy (feature #20).
B. PERCEPTUAL EVALUATION OF SYNTHESIZED SPEECH

The feature analysis in Section IV-A shows that some feature extracted from the synthetic speech are similar to the
ones extracted from natural speech. This section explores the
emotional perception of synthetic speech. The analysis aims
to demonstrate that synthetic speech can be used as a neutral
reference for emotion recognition.
We annotate the emotional content of synthetic sentences
before and after the alignment in terms of valence and arousal
scores using subjective evaluations. The scores are compared with the annotations assigned to original sentences.
The subjective evaluations are conducted over a subset of
the SEMAINE database. We include two sessions for each
of the four conditions in the corpus (Obadiah, Spike, Poppy,
Prudence), resulting in eight sessions conveying a wide range
of emotions (approximately three minutes per session). This
set includes 328 sentences from the users. We estimate the
8

FIGURE 7. Results of the perceptual evaluation displayed on the
arousal-valence space. The figures illustrate the emotional score assigned
to the original sentences in the SEMAINE database, and the synthesized
sentences created in this study. (a)Synthesized speech.
(b) Aligned synthesized speech.

Figure 7 shows the average perception of arousal and
valence for the synthetic sentences (Fig. 7(a)) and synthetic
sentences after the alignment (Fig. 7(b)). The scores from
the original sequences are displayed in red, and are included
in Figures 7(a) and 7(b). The figures show that the synthesized samples tend to have slightly negative arousal with
valence around zero. The synthetic samples are distributed
around the center of the arousal-valence space (94% of the
samples are in region 5 in Fig. 8). In contrast, many of the
sentences from the SEMAINE corpus have more extreme
arousal and valence values (only 52% of the samples belong
VOLUME 7, 2019
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FIGURE 8. Distribution of the emotional content of the SEMAINE
database. The arousal-valence space is split into nine regions, which are
used to formulate different binary classification problems for speech
emotion recognition.

to region 5 in Fig. 8). Ideally, the evaluators should rate only
the acoustic properties. In this case, we would expect that
most of the synthesized sentences should be close to the
center region. In practice, evaluators use multiple cues including lexical content which is still included in the synthetic
sentences. Therefore, even if the acoustic emotional content
is neutral, evaluators can still perceive the sentence with some
emotion. After the alignment, Figure 7(b) shows that the
synthetic sentences are more spread along the valence axis.
Speech duration is an important cue to express emotion [44].
Therefore, adding the alignment changes the emotional content of the aligned synthetic speech. Even in this case, most
of the sentences are in the neutral region (86% of the samples
are in region 5 in Fig. 8).
V. EMOTION CLASSIFICATION FRAMEWORKS

Section IV shows that synthetic speech can serve as a neutral
reference signal. For many acoustic features, the approach
can be used to increase discrimination between neutral and
emotional speech. While this framework can be useful in
many domains in affective computing, this study explores its
use in speech emotion recognition. This section explains our
proposed emotion recognition framework which incorporates
neutral reference sentences created with synthetic speech.
Figure 9(a) shows the proposed approaches to incorporate
the synthetic references. The method aim to compensate
for the lexical content, highlighting the emotional content
in the sentences. The approach relies on the whitening
transformation.
A. FEATURE NORMALIZATION WITH THE
WHITENING TRANSFORMATION

In order to increase the class separability between emotion
classes using synthetic reference, we propose to normalize
the features with respect to the ten synthetic reference signals.
We propose to use the whitening transformation proposed by
VOLUME 7, 2019

FIGURE 9. The figure describes the proposed framework to use the
reference signals in speech emotion recognition tasks. The approach uses
the aligned synthesized speech to normalize the lexical content of the
sentences using the whitening transformation. The baseline method is
built with HLDs from the ComParE feature set. (a) Speech emotion
classifier using the proposed reference signals. (b) Baseline framework
using HLDs (ComParE feature set).

Mariooryad and Busso [21], which effectively removes the
first and second order statistics of the lexical content.
Mariooryad and Busso [21] proposed a framework to
factorize idiosyncratic, emotional and lexical factors on
speech. The approach created a separate transformation for
each phoneme. Consider a LLD s such as the fundamental frequency or MFCCs. The approach creates a trajectory model
by parameterizing its shape with a 10D vector (x), obtained
after interpolating and resampling the temporal shape of the
acoustic feature over the given phoneme. This approach is
applied to each phoneme in the sentences for all the emotions
and speakers in the corpus. Given the lexical dependent trajectory vectors for a given phoneme, the whitened trajectory
is calculated by applying the transformation in Equation 6:
−1

xw = Ds 2 Vs0 (x − µs )

(6)

where Ds and Vs are matrices with the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the covariance matrix 6s , and µs is the mean
vector of the trajectory vectors. This step decorrelates the
elements of the vector x, which convey the lexical information
associated with the given phoneme.
This whitening transformation is ideal to compensate for
the lexical information using the family of synthetic reference signals. The key idea is to estimate the parameters 6s
and µs using the set of aligned synthetic signals created
for each sentence. The matrices Ds and Vs are obtained
from 6s . This transformation only compensates for consistent
patterns across the family of synthetic speech reference signals. As these references are emotionally neutral, the emotional cues are not affected. An important difference in our
implementation is the temporal window used to estimate the
trajectory vectors. Mariooryad and Busso [21] applied the
transformation for each phoneme. Since our reference signals
9
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are temporally aligned, we can apply the transformation using
a window of any size, as the lexical content is the same as the
original sentences. Since the average duration of a phoneme
is about 100ms, we fix the window size of the whitening
transformation to 100ms. Since the LLDs are estimated every
10ms, we directly obtain a 10D vector with the actual values
of the LLDs, avoiding the interpolation and resampling steps.
The dimension of x is 10, so the covariance 6s is a 10 × 10
matrix. Since we only use 10 synthetic speech references to
estimate 6s , the matrix can be singular or poorly estimated.
One potential solution to avoid this problem is to use the ridge
regression approach [52], which estimates the covariance
matrix as 6 = N1 (x − µ)(x − µ)0 + kI , with k ≥ 0 (N is
number samples). In our case, we find a global covariance
matrix per feature 6g , which is employed as a starting point
to estimate 6s :
6s = α

1
(x − µs )(x − µs )0 + (1 − α)6g
N

(7)

The global covariance matrix is estimated with 6g =
using 10,000 100ms-windows extracted
from sentences from the WSJ corpus. The parameter α is
empirically set to 0.9. The resulting whitened low level
descriptors are then used to calculate the HLDs at the utterance level.
1
0
N (xg − µ)(xg − µ) ,

B. BASELINE FRAMEWORK

The proposed framework is compared with a classifier trained
following a common approach used for emotion classification. Figure 9(b) shows a diagram, where LLDs are extracted
from the audio. Then, we extract HLDs creating a 6,373 feature vector (see Sec. II-C). We reduce the feature dimension
of the vector using a two layer feature selection approach. The
first layer reduces the set using information gain ratio, which
reduces the number of feature to 500. The second layer is
implemented with the forward-backward feature selection
method by maximizing the accuracy of a classifier on the
development set. We reduce the feature dimension to 150 for
all the experiments. The resulting feature vector is used as the
input of an SVM classifier.
VI. CLASSIFICATION RESULTS

We evaluate the benefits of using the proposed normalization
scheme using the reference sentences by measuring the performance of speech emotion binary classifiers built with different feature sets. We measure performance with the F-score,
which is calculated using the average precision and average
recall rates across both classes. Several binary classification
problems have been defined over the valence-arousal space.
Figure 8 shows the distribution in the valence-arousal space
of the average scores assigned to the speaking turns in the
SEMAINE database. The figure shows nine regions, which
we use to formulate the binary classification problems.
We consider 20 speakers from the SEMAINE database.
We create a development set with data from seven speakers.
We exclusively use this set to select a reduced set of features.
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The data from the remainder 13 speakers is used for the train
and test sets using a leave-one-subject-out (LOSO) crossvalidation approach. In each fold, data from 12 subjects are
used for training the models, and data for the remainder
speaker are used for testing the results. We report the average
results across the 13 folds. For simplicity, the classifiers in the
experimental evaluation are implemented with support vector
machine (SVM) with linear kernel, trained with sequential
minimal optimization (SMO). The SVMs are implemented
in WEKA [53]. The complexity parameter for the binary
emotion SVM classifiers is set to c = 1.0, following the
settings provided by previous studies in speech emotion
recognition [54]. The formulations of the emotion recognition
problems considered in this study include cases with imbalanced classes. We compensate for the highly imbalanced
classes using the synthetic minority over-sampling technique
(SMOTE) [55], creating balanced classes.
Since the dimension of the ComParE feature set is very
large, we reduce the number of features following a two-step
feature selection approach for each classification task, using
the development set. The first step reduces the original number of features to 1,000 by applying information gain (IG).
This entropy-based approach independently considers each
feature, so it is very efficient. The second step reduces
the feature vector to 150 features using a wrapper-based
forward-backward approach by maximizing the performance
of the SVM classifier on the development set. We consistently follow this approach, creating classifiers trained with
150 features across conditions.
A. DISCRIMINATIVE ANALYSIS

This section analyzes the performance of binary classifiers
that discriminate between high and low values of arousal
and valence. For arousal, we consider regions (1,2,3) for
high arousal and regions (7,8,9) for low arousal (see Fig. 8).
For valence, we consider regions (1,4,7) for low valence
and regions (3,6,9) for high valence. This approach discards
ambiguous samples between classes, attenuating one of the
main problems of dichotomizing interval labels into discrete
classes [56].
TABLE 4. Average F-scores for speech emotional classifiers trained with
different feature sets. All the classifiers are trained with 150 features
after feature selection.

Table 4 lists the average F-score of classifiers trained
with different features sets. The first row describes the
performance of the baseline system trained with the 150 features selected from the ComParE feature set described in
Section II-C. On average, the baseline system achieves
VOLUME 7, 2019
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a 81.38% F-score for arousal and a 65.13% F-score for
valence. The second row of Table 4 shows the performance
when we use the aligned synthesized speech to contrast
emotional speech. This set uses the whitening transformation to compensate for the lexical information in the
LLDs, as described in Section V-A. After the normalization, we extract HLDs obtaining a 6,373D feature vector.
We reduce the dimension to 150 features using feature selection. This feature set has similar performance to the baseline
method for arousal, but slightly lower F-score for valence.
The third row in Table 4 shows the performance achieved
when the aligned speech feature set is expanded with the
speech rate features. The speech rate feature set is generated
by applying functionals to the speech rate contour and its first
order derivative (Sec. III-B). We rely on the 39 functionals
applied to the F0 contour in the ComParE feature set, creating
a 78D feature set. Combining the speech rate features with the
features from the aligned speech after the whitening transformation improves the average F-score. The improvement is
larger for arousal (1.1% absolute gain). When we combine
the features from the aligned speech using the whitening
transform with the baseline features, the F-scores improves
over the baseline, especially for valence. Notice that these
classifiers are also trained with 150 features selected from
the pool of 12,746 features (i.e., baseline + aligned speech).
Interesting, 41% (arousal) and 46% (valence) of the selected
features come from the aligned speech feature set, indicating
that this feature set is discriminative, and complementary to
the baseline set. The last row of Table 4 corresponds to the
classifier trained with the aligned speech feature set, the baseline feature set, and the speech rate feature set. After selecting
150 from the pool of features, we obtain the best performances, which improve the F-score of the baseline system by
2.73% (absolute) for arousal, and 1.7% (absolute) for valence.
From the 150 features selected from this pool of features, 51%
(arousal) and 56% (valence) come from the baseline set, 45%
(arousal) and 42% (valence) from the aligned speech speech
set, and 4% (arousal) and 2% (valence) from the speech rate
feature set. We observe that the aligned speech feature set, and
the speech rate features provide complementary information
that increases the performance of the system.
B. ANALYSIS OF THE WHITENING TRANSFORMATION

This section evaluates the proposed whitening transformation
to compensate for the lexical content using the family of
aligned synthetic reference signals. We evaluate two alternative normalization schemes. The first baseline approach to
normalize the lexical content scales the LLDs. This transformation assumes that 6s = σs I , where I is the identity matrix.
Under this assumption, Equation 6 becomes:

1
0
0 ...
0
σs
0
1
0 ...
0


1
σs
s

x =.
..
..
.. 
..
 (x − µs ) = σ I (x − µs )
.
s
.
.
.
.
.
1
0
0
0 . . . σs
(8)
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In this approach, referred to as scaling, we find the standard
deviation for each feature of the extracted LLD from its ten
reference signal (σs ). Then, we normalize the features using
the transformation in Equation 8.
The second baseline approach to normalize the lexical
content subtracts the LLDs. One straightforward approach
to normalize the speech signal using the aligned synthesized reference is to calculate the difference between the
features extracted from both signals. This approach was used
in Lotfian and Busso [20], which used only one synthetic
reference signal. We use a variation of this method to compare
the performance of the proposed whitening transformation.
Since this study uses ten synthetic signals as references,
we estimate the difference between the LLDs extracted from
the original speech and the average LLDs extracted from its
ten reference signals. The HLDs are then extracted from the
features after the subtraction. This subtraction based normalization approach removes the average content due to lexical
variability, but it does not capture higher order statistics as the
proposed whitening transformation.
The evaluation in this section also considers the binary
classification problems defined in Section VI-A. Figure 10
reports the results using the whitening, scaling and subtraction approaches using different feature sets. When compared
to the baseline approaches to normalize the lexical content,
the figure indicates that the whitening transformation provides the best results for arousal and valence, where the differences are statistically significant, as indicated by the asterisks
above the bars (one-tailed t-test, p-value ≤ 0.05). We use the
whitening transformation for the rest of the experiments.
C. EMOTION RECOGNITION FORMULATIONS

We also evaluate the proposed approach on several binary
classification tasks defined over the arousal and valence
space. The purpose of this analysis is to analyze the emotional content that our approach is able to effectively contrast.
In addition to the binary classification problems described in
Section VI-A, we consider region 5, which includes sentences
in the center of the arousal-valence coordinate (i.e., neutral
speech), versus each of the other eight regions (see Fig. 8).
We only implement the task if we have at least 50 sentences in
each class. We discard regions 7 and 9 due to this requirement
(i.e., six binary classification tasks).
Table 5 shows the average F-score for the binary classification tasks defined using the regions in Figure 8. The
table shows that features extracted from the aligned synthesized speech are effective to improve the performance
over the baseline feature set. We consistently observe this
result for all the classification tasks considered in this study.
Table 5 also shows higher performance in classification tasks
between two regions with different arousal (e.g., regions
5 versus 2). The F-scores are reduced when regions have similar arousal scores, but different valence scores (i.e., regions
5 versus 4, or regions 5 versus 6). For these tasks, the F-score
is about 10% (absolute) lower. These results suggest that our
synthetic speech reference is more effective in contrasting
11
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a challenge task [50], [57]. Despite the higher performance
improvement in classification tasks along the arousal domain,
employing the synthetic reference is still useful in discriminating between different levels of valence.
D. ANALYSIS OF REDUCED FEATURE SET

The analysis in Section IV-A identifies emotionally salient
features using the ratio r3 (Equation 5). This section
investigates whether features with the highest ratio retain
the discriminative power in emotion classification problems. This analysis considers the binary problems considered in Section VI-A (i.e., low and high values of
either arousal or valence). We consider a reduced subset of
the aligned speech feature set that satisfies the condition
r3 > 1 (e.g., J (aligned i , emotioni ) > J (aligned i , neutral i )).
With this criterion, we discard 36.4% of the features.
We reduce the set to 150 features per condition using feature
selection.

FIGURE 10. Comparison between the whitening transformation with the
two alternative methods introduced in Section VI-B (scaling and
subtracting methods). An asterisk on top of a bar indicates that one
approach outperforms the method indicated by the color of the asterisk,
asserting significance at p-value≤0.05. (a) Arousal. (b) Valence.
TABLE 5. F-score of binary classification problems formulated by
considering different regions in the arousal-valence space (Fig. 8). For
each task, the binary classes are balanced using SMOTE (B: baseline,
A: aligned speech feature set, SR: speech rate).

emotional content that deviates in terms of arousal. These
results agree with the perceptual evaluation in Section IV-B,
which shows higher variability along the valence domain for
the aligned synthesized speech. Notice that finding acoustic
features that are discriminative in the valence domain is
12

FIGURE 11. Comparison of the performance of classifiers trained with the
full or reduced aligned speech feature sets. The reduced aligned speech
feature set includes only features where r3 > 1 (Eq. 5).
(a) Arousal. (b) Valence.

Figure 11 shows the average F-scores of classifiers trained
with different feature sets. The F-scores are equivalent when
VOLUME 7, 2019
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we use the full and reduced aligned speech feature set. The
differences in performance are not statistically significant.
This result indicates that the criterion three using r3 was
effective in quantifying the discriminant information in the
features after alignment.

the synthetic speech reference can be used to analyze the
externalization of emotions. We have shown that emotion
is not uniformly distributed across time [4], [5], [31]. This
framework can be used to identify localized regions that
deviate from neutral behaviors.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
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